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1&2 Objectives:  
To understand the project outline and 
expectations. 
  
To analyse products for research and 
inspiration purposes.   

Key skills:  
To identify the importance of a design 
brief, target market needs and resources 
of the project.  

Key words: 
Target Market  
Design brief 
Design process  
Problem  
Solution   

Starter 
Introduce brief to class, generate a class discussion to gain 
understanding and show examples of steady hand games 
made by previous groups. (Pictures available on file)  
PREVENT STRATEGY - When introducing the 
project, make students aware that extremist 
groups are known to make attempts to recruit 
impressionable young people through social media 

Main Activity 
Design Process  
Pupils to organise the stages of the design process in order 
to re-enforce and gain understanding of the topic.  

Exploring the design brief in detail  
In pairs, to complete design problem scenario worksheet to 
gain knowledge of the key points of a design brief.  

Write a design brief for project 
Each Pupil writes a design brief for the project, by 
completing worksheet. (Remind pupils they will be 
referring to their design brief throughout the project to 
ensure all aspects have been met)  

Product Analysis  
In groups of four, analyse existing steady hand games. Main 
areas being analysed are function, costs, aesthetics and 
target market of product.    
Present findings to the class.  

Homework 
To put together a mood board of images based around 
teenage interests/hobbies to generate ideas for steady hand 
game.  

PowerPoint of project 

Pictures of phone holders for 
product Analysis task  

Assessment: 
Formative assessment should be 
taking place throughout the 
lesson through Q&A sessions, 
pair/group work and plenary 
activities.  

Differentiation 
EAL pupils learn through visual 
aids provided through the 
PowerPoint presentation of 
project and worksheets  

SEN pupils learning is aided 
through group work.  

Worksheets: 
Words for design process 
Problem scenario worksheet  
Design brief worksheet  
Mood Board homework sheet. 



3&4 Objectives: 
To reinforce understanding of design brief 
and product analysis covered last lesson 

To understand how to be safe in a 
workshop. 

Key Skills  
Learning the necessary measures to 
avoid risks in a workshop 
Learning which safety equipment to use 
to avoid risks while carrying out practical 
tasks.  

Objective:  
To learn how to mark out and cut pine 
wood 

Keywords  
Risks 
Opaque 
Transparent  
Acrylic  

Starter  
Keywords 
Recap from previous lesson, focus on keywords and 
meanings. 
  
Main activity  
Health & Safety 
Discuss why we need to be safe in the workshop.  
In pairs, identify how Ed the handyman can make himself 
safe in the workshop. 

Health & Safety poster 
Using the health and safety points on the worksheet, pupils 
are to produce a colourful and informative poster with 
images and colour.  

Main activity for lesson 2.2  
Properties of plastic 
Class discussion on the properties of plastic. Show 
examples of where acrylic has been used and make 
emphasis on the difference between opaque and 
transparent.  

Using 2D design 
Discuss CAD/CAM 
Show class how to open file to locate 2D design. 
Show class how to use the tools on the software.  
Explain colour code for shading and cutting.  
Pupils write each stage being shown by the teacher on the 
worksheet provided. 

To produce a shape  
Pupils to work in pairs to produce a house shape. At this 
stage pupils should be exploring the software and practicing 
how to make commands.  

Plenary 
True/False activity. Ask questions based around the lesson.  
The class will answer by putting their thumbs up if it is true 
and thumbs down if it is false.  
HOMEWORK 
Show and explain how to mark out and cut pine wood.  

PowerPoint 
2D design  
Computers  

Assessment: 
Formative assessment should be 
taking place throughout the 
lesson through Q&A sessions, 
pair/group work and plenary 
activities.  

Differentiation 
EAL pupils learn through visual 
aids provided through the Power 
Point of project and worksheets  

SEN pupils learning is aided 
through group work.  

Worksheets: 
Ed the handyman worksheet. 
Health and safety poster.  
2D design prompt sheet.  
2D design shape sheet.  
Initial design ideas homework 
sheets.



5&6 Objective:  
To understand the purpose of a design 
specification.  

To be able to learn the need for a design 
specification.  

Key skills 
Writing a design specification for own 
product.   

Objective: 
Reinforce and practice the skills required 
to use 2D design.   

To be able to make commands while 
using 2D design.  

If the computer room is not available, 
the pupils will be able to develop 
workshop skills in marking and cutting 
acrylic to produce the main body and 
back piece of phone holder.   

Keywords: 
Initial ideas 
Command 
Design specification 
Target market 

Starter 
To put homework (initial designs) on a table in the centre of 
the class and have a class discussion on success of the 
designs and areas that need improving.  

Main activity 
Discuss the purpose, need and importance of a design 
specification.  

Writing a design specification 
Pupils to write a design specification for own product by 
completing worksheet.  

Pupils to refer back to their design brief completed in 
lesson 1.2 to aid this task. (Remind pupils they will be 
making reference to their design specification 
throughout the project to assess success of design 
and make tasks.) PREVENT STRATEGY - The 
product designed must not cause offence to any 
race, religion, gender or culture 

Main activity for lesson 3.2  
Provide a quick reminder to the class, on how to locate and 
open 2D design. Through Q&A sessions, re-cap the 
functions of the tools of the software.  

Designing main body of phone holder 
Show example of previously cut piece  
Pupils to begin designing the main body of phone holder.  

PREVENT STRATEGY - Designs should not have 
images of violence or nudity and should not have 
symbols or logos related to gangs or extremist groups.  
Once teacher has checked measurements, pupils are to 
create a new file and save document on personal user area.  

Designing back piece of phone holder 
Show example of previously cut piece.  
Pupils to begin designing the back piece of the steady hand 
game. 

Once teacher has checked measurements pupils are to 

PowerPoint 
2D design  
Computers  

Assessment: 
Formative assessment should be 
taking place throughout the 
lesson through Q&A sessions, 
pair/group work and plenary 
activities.  

Differentiation 
EAL pupils learn through visual 
aids provided through the Power 
Point of project and worksheets  

SEN pupils learning is aided 
through group work.  

Worksheets: 
Design specification sheet 
Develop two initial ideas sheet. 



7&8 Objectives: 
To be able to carry out a non-biased self-
assessment on how well they have 
performed on each design and make task 
so far.  

To create a final idea. 

To learn how to use tools of 2D design.  

To learn how to use the laser cutter.   

Key skills: 
Learning design skills to create a final 
idea. 
Practice using CAD package to learn the 
skills required to use the software 
correctly.  

If the computer room is not available 
and you have decided to do this 
project in the workshop then pupils at 
this stage should be learning plastic 
finishing techniques, such as filing, 
wet and dry and polish. 

Keywords: 
Annotate 
Fine liner 
Target market 
Constructive criticism  
Laser cutter 
Rendering 
   

Starter 
Give out assessment sheets. Pupils to give themselves 
honest levels for each stage covered so far in this project.  

Main activity 
Final design  
Show example of a final design sheet and discuss 
expectations.  
Pupils to create a final idea for phone holder. (Remind 
pupils to refer back to their design specification, theme 
board and initial ideas.)  

Main activity for lesson 4.2  
Show pupils a demo on how the laser cutter will respond to 
their design made in lesson 3.2 
Show pupils the colour range of acrylic.  

Finish designing  
Pupils to finish designs of main body and rear piece of 
phone holder. 

Cutting design 
Pupils to send their design to cut once they have chosen 
colour of acrylic.   
(Pupils will be on different stages, some will be 
designing and some will be sending off designs to cut 
to organise this task, I would advise to use the laser 
cutter in groups to avoid pupils wasting time!)  

Plenary 
Pupils to name the software tools used in this lesson.  

HOMEWORK 
To do a card model of phone holder in exact measurements 
and add decorations. (Show demonstration on where the 
strip will bend.)  

PowerPoint presentation of 
project  
2D Design  
Laser cutter  
Acrylic-Assorted colours  
Exemplar final design sheet.   

 Assessment: 
Formative assessment should be 
taking place throughout the 
lesson through Q&A sessions, 
pair/group work and plenary 
activities.  
Summative assessment is taking 
place through pupils completing 
starter activity.  

Differentiation 
EAL pupils learn through visual 
aids provided through the Power 
Point of project and worksheets  

SEN pupils learning is aided 
through group work.  

Worksheet: 

No worksheet required for Model 
homework. The teacher will 
provide card to pupils to complete 
task.  
Final design worksheet.  
Assessment sheets 



9&10 Objectives:  
To learn how to take constructive criticism 
from other pupils and apply to final design 
for improvement. 

Learning how to use CAD package to 
produce own design. 

To learn the importance of CAD/CAM. 

To be able to use CAD in order to produce 
an aspect of their design 
. 
Key skills 
Developing CAD skills.  
Making judgements.  

Keywords: 
Decorations  
Constructive criticism  
CAD/CAM

Starter 
Pupils to place models made for homework on the centre 
table and hold a discussion on who the target market is, and 
if pupils have been successful in meeting their needs. Class 
to make suggestions on success and need for improvement.
  
Main activity 
Finish cutting 
All pupils at this stage should have cut their main body of 
phone holder and rear piece.  

Making decorations 
Show demonstration on how to make shapes on 2D design.  
In pairs, pupils will write down the stages involved on the 
worksheet provided.  
Pupils begin using 2D design to make decorations for phone 
holder. (To make a minimum of one shape and a 
maximum of three shapes)  

Cutting decorations  
Once the size and design of decoration has been checked, 
pupils can send design to laser cutter.  
  
Plenary 
Q&A session on the importance of CAD/CAM.  
HOMEWORK 
To write a description of the knowledge and skills learnt so 
far in this project. (Add images)

PowerPoint presentation of 
project  

Assessment: 
Formative assessment should be 
taking place throughout the 
lesson through Q&A sessions, 
pair/group work and plenary 
activities.  

Differentiation 
EAL pupils learn through visual 
aids provided through the Power 
Point of project and worksheets  

SEN pupils learning is aided 
through group work.  

Worksheet: 
Homework sheet. 
2D design shape sheet. 



11 Objectives: 
Developing workshop skills in measuring 
and marking acrylic. 

To understand how to use the line bender 
appropriately and safely.  

Gaining knowledge on how to join plastics 
together.  

Key skills  
Learning how to measure accurately.  
Learning how to use a steel rule.  
Learning how to use Tensol to join plastics 
together.  

Key words 
Accurate 
Focus  
Concentration  
Steel rule  
Components  
Joining  
Tensol

Starter 
Hang-man activity, choose a keyword and class to put the 
word together.  

Main activity  
Discuss how to make the steady hand game.  
Show demonstration on how to mark the strip of acrylic for 
bending purposes. 
Marking strip of acrylic for bending purposes  
Pupils to accurately measure and mark the sections 
required to bend the acrylic to form a shape of a steady 
hand game. (Emphasise on accuracy as once the phone 
holder is bent, it needs to be able to sit upright on a 
table.)  

Using the line bender  
Show demonstration on how to use the line bender to make 
the form of a phone holder. Focus on health and safety.  
Pupils to begin bending their strip of acrylic made in lesson 
5.1 to construct the form of a phone holder.  
Pupils to bend the rear piece of steady hand game  

Main activity for lesson 6.2  
Gluing all components together 
Discuss how Tensol works on acrylic, point out health and 
safety precautions.  
Show demonstration on how to glue the rear piece and 
decoration to the main body of steady hand game.  
Pupils to glue all components of the phone holder together.  

Plenary 
To review assessment sheet.  
HOMEWORK 
Take home any design work that needs improving.  

PowerPoint presentation of 
project 
Computers / 2D Design 
Steel rule. 
Marker  
Line bender 
Tensol  

Assessment  
Formative assessment should be 
taking place throughout the 
lesson through Q&A sessions, 
pair/group work and plenary 
activities.  
Summative assessment is taking 
place through plenary activity.  

Differentiation 
EAL pupils learn through visual 
aids provided through the Power 
Point of project and worksheets  

SEN pupils learning is aided 
through group work.  



Assessment 
• Self Assessment Sheet. 
• By marking outcomes and folder work using faculty policy 
• By short tests, written or task based 
• By self and peer assessment  

12 Objective 
To appreciate the need for accuracy when 
finishing off designs.  

Key Skills  
To make fair judgments on own product.  

Keywords 
Evaluation 
Accuracy  
Testing 

Starter 
Select two pupils phone holder and folders as a good 
example, show class and discuss why they are a success. 
This should set guidelines for pupils when finishing project.  
Main activity  
Finish off  
Pupils to finish off any practical tasks.  

Evaluation 
Pupils to do a final evaluation by completing worksheet. 
They need to evaluate if they have met the design brief. Do 
they need to improve on any areas? If they did the project 
again, what would they do differently? (Pupils will use a 
dummy mobile phone for testing purposes while 
completing a final evaluation.)  

Plenary 
Pupils to show their product to the rest of the class. Hold a 
group discussion to point out which steady hand game is 
successful. Test if the product meets its function 
requirement. 

Exemplar of folders and phone 
holder.   
Dummy mobile phone.  

Assessment: 
Formative assessment should be 
taking place throughout the 
lesson through Q&A sessions, 
pair/group work and plenary 
activities.  
Summative assessment is taking 
place through evaluation task. 

Differentiation 
EAL pupils learn through visual 
aids provided through the 
PowerPoint presentation of 
project and worksheets  

SEN pupils learning is aided 
through group work.  

Worksheets 
Evaluation worksheet 

Extension 
The extension of the project will be to 
add accessories to the steady hand 
game e.g. drilling a hole at the bottom 
for a charger or combining two 
materials together such as wood and 
plastic.  



• By classroom observation 
• Exam 




